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Abstract
To combat the rise of antibiotic resistant bacteria, it is essential to look upon
other therapeutic solutions that do not solely depend upon conventional antibi-
otics. Here, we have designed a combinational therapeutic approach that kills
bacteria with the conjunction of photothermal (PT) and antibiotic therapy.
A near-infrared (NIR) laser activated targeted drug delivery nano-assembly
delivers antibiotic as well as offer PT therapy (PTT). The synergistic appli-
cation of both therapies increases the efficacy of treatment. The protected
delivery of antibiotic and its release in the proximity of the bacteria surface
reduces off-target toxicity and reduce the efficacious dosage. Core of the nano-
assembly is composed of NIR active gold nanorods (GNRs) coated with a
mesoporous silica nanoparticle (MSNP), which serves as a carrier for an anti-
tuberculosis drug bedaquiline (BDQ). The assembly was wrapped within a
thermo-sensitive liposome (TSL) conjugated to mycobacteria-targeting peptide:
NZX, GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX. NZX mediates adhesion of final nano-
assembly on mycobacteria surface. Upon NIR laser irradiation GNRs convert
photo energy of the laser to localized heat, which melts TSL triggering release of
BDQ. Antibacterial activity of final nano-assembly againstMycobacterium smeg-
matis (Msmeg) was 20 folds more efficacious than the free drug equivalent. The
final nano-assembly could also successfully inhibit the growth of intracellular
mycobacteria residing in lung cells.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Antibacterial resistance is a major global health concern,
with new antibacterial resistant strains appear at an alarm-
ing rate.[1] Multi-drug resistant (MDR) bacterial infections
have caused 2.8 million infections and 35,000 deaths in
United States in the past few years.[1] New therapeutic
options are required to combat this increasing problem.[2,3]
Targeted drug delivery is an attractive alternative to tra-
ditional oral broad-spectrum non-targeted small molecule
antibiotics.[4,5] But evenwith cutting-edge antibiotic deliv-
ery strategies, antibacterial activity still relies upon on
the therapeutic efficacy of the encapsulated drug. Com-
bination therapy combining an antibiotic with a different
modality of treatment such as photothermal (PT), magne-
tothermal therapies have recently emerged to the surface
of other opional antibacterial therapies.[6–9] Here, we have
designed a targeted antibiotic delivering nano-assembly
that exerts chemo-photothermal therapy (chemo-PTT).
This combined therapeutic approach has higher therapeu-
tic efficacy than the lone antibiotic. Our nano-assembly
is an engineered core-shell particle, consisting of drug
entrapped photosensitive core and a stimuli responsive
shell. This engineered nano-assembly has the following
features: (1) synergistic antibacterial activity due to encap-
sulated small molecule antibiotic and photothermal (PT)
activity (2) targeted antibiotic delivery to bacteria cell sur-
face which reduce off-target toxicity (3) remote trigger
release of encapsulated antibiotics upon exposure to near-
infrared (NIR) laser.
Among available nanoplatforms, gold nanoplatforms

are used most extensively in PTT. These include gold
nanospheres, nanorods (GNRs),[10,11] nanocages,[12]
nanoshells,[13,14] nanostars[15] and all have been suc-
cessfully used both in-vitro and in-vivo. GNRs exhibits
strong longitudinal absorbance at the NIR I window of
700-1000 nm with excellent application in the photo-
induced therapies.[16] Additionally, by adjusting aspect
ratios, GNRs can easily attenuate a strong absorption at
particular wavelength.[17] Therefore, GNRs were used
in the nano-assembly to absorb NIR light and generate
PT activity. GNRs were coated in a mesoporous silica
shell (GNR@MSNP) to improve drug loading capability.
Porous inorganic shells are widely used in drug delivery
applications due to their large pore volume, pore size
and surface area.[18–22] Therefore, drug (bedaquiline,
BDQ) was loaded into mesoporous silica shell contain-
ing GNR@MSNP (GNR@MSNP@BDQ). This was then
encapsulated in a thermally-sensitive liposome (TSL,
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL). Liposome encapsulation
offer controlled release of drug and prevents prema-
ture release before the nano-assembly approaches the
target.[23,24] The selected drug BDQ is a novel antibacterial

therapeutic against tuberculosis (TB). Heat generated from
the GNRs upon NIR exposure cause the TSL to undergo a
phase transition and become permeable, releasing encap-
sulated BDQ. Exposure to NIR laser generates hyperther-
mia which can lead to the permeability in bacterial cell
membrane, cause leakage of bacterial cell content and
subsequent bacterial cell death.[25] To guide the liposome
to the mycobacteria surface, mycobacteria recognizing
antibacterial peptide NZX was used.[26] Antibacterial
peptide was used as a targeting ligand as it can also exert
a degree of antibacterial activity, and therefore far more
attractive than other biomarker targeting ligands.[27]
With the addition of NZX the final nano-assembly was
abbreviated as GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX.
Other studies have also used similar combination

therapy approaches combining PTT and antibiotic ther-
apy to combat bacterial infections.[6,28,29] Recent work
done by Quing et al. reported combined chemo-PTT
nanostructure against methicillin-resistant Staphylococ-
cus aureus (MRSA) bacterial infection.[5] Ma et al. also
reported combining strategies for chemo-PTT therapy
against Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus.[30]
Both reported combinational therapies against bacteria
lack the targeting ability of nanomaterials towards the
bacteria surface. Our approach allows targeted antibiotic
delivery to bacteria cell surface which allows the increase
of the efficacy of the drug and also reduce off-target
toxicity.
TB is a life threating infectious disease.[31] Pulmonary

TB is caused mainly by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb)
bacteria. Active TB is symptomatic while latent TB is
asymptomatic and difficult to treat. In latent pulmonary
TB, Mtb can lie dormant in lung tissue unaware to the
immune system for years.[32] Immune system cannot
eradicate the Mtb bacteria whilst it lies within cells of
the lung tissue. Our nano-assembly is designed to target
and kill these mycobacteria that survive within the lung
epithelial cells. Previous nanotechnology-based drug deliv-
ery systems designed to target Mtb include recent work
done by Tenland and coworkers.[33] Tenland et al. used
mesoporous silica nanoparticles as a porous drug deliv-
ery nanocarrier loaded with antibacterial peptide NZX.
[26,33] They demonstrated 88% reduction in Mtb from in-
vivo studies. Ali and co-workers reported GNRs as deliv-
ery vehicles to deliver antibiotic rifampicin. GNRs also
act as a source of inherent bactericidal activity against
Mtb.[34] Li et al. reported combined antibiotic and PTT
using core-shell up conversion nanoparticles carrying an
anti-tuberculotic drug rifampin.[35] All these drug delivery
systems, however, suffers from lack of targeting towards
intracellularMtb.
Our engineered nano-assembly apart from what

was mentioned before have (a) colloidal stability
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SCH EME 1 (A) Schematic illustration of stepwise synthesis of the final nano-assembly: (B) GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX. B,
Application of final nano-assembly: GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX for targeting and killingMsmeg using 808 nm NIR laser light

(b) prevents premature drug release (c) increase inter-
nalization into infected host cells through TSL coating
and NZX targeting peptide (d) control release of drug
through melting of TSL. The antibacterial activity of the
final nano-assembly GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX
(Scheme 1), was observed against Mycobacterium smeg-
matis (Msmeg) in a series of in-vitro experiments. Msmeg
is a biosafety level 1 (BSL-1) mimic of Mtb. We also
assessed the ability of the nano-assembly to target and
kill 99.9% Msmeg internalized within lung epithelial
cells.

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1 Fabrication and characterization of
nano-assembly

Fabrication of the final nano-assembly
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX was achieved in a
stepwise manner as illustrated in Scheme 1A. GNRs were
synthesized via seed method as described by El-Sayed
et al., with some minor modifications.[36] As shown in
the Figure 1A, the average length and width of GNRs
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F IGURE 1 Characterization of nano-assemblies by TEM and STEM. (I) TEM images of (A) GNR (Scale bar = 50 nm), (B) GNR@MSNP
(Scale bar = 100 nm) and (C) GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL (Scale bar = 20 nm). HAADF images of GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL which indicted
presence of (E) gold, (F) silica, (G) oxygen, (H) carbon and (I) merged image (Scale bar = 30 nm). (J) EDS profile mapping of
GNR@MSNP@BDQ and (K) GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL
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were 42 ± 3.8 and 11.2 ± 1.1 nm and the calculated average
aspect ratio was 3.8:1. GNRs displayed an uniform and
well dispersed rod-like morphology (Figure 1A). GNRs
coated with mesoporous silica shell were synthesized by
modified protocol fromMatsuura et al.[37] CTAB was used
as a soft template, which creates the mesoporous silica
shell structure during the polymerization of silane around
the GNRs, to give GNR@MSNP.[38] TEM images (Fig-
ure 1B) show GNRs clearly encapsulated in a mesoporous
silica shell (GNR@MSNP). The silica shell has an average
thickness of 15 ± 3 nm and its porous structure can be
clearly seen by TEM (Figure 1B). BDQ an anti-tuberculosis
drug was encapsulated into the porous structure of
the GNR@MSNP to create GNR@MSNP@BDQ. The
GNR loaded mesoporous structure was wrapped by
TSL to give GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL. The size of
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL were found to be 80 ± 3 nm
(n = 20, n - number of nanoparticles) by TEM and the
standard deviation was calculated by Image J software.
The liposomal layer is visible through TEM as shown
with red double headed arrow (Figure 1C). The shape
of GNR@MSNP dictates the oblong shape of the TSL
layer (Figure 1C). High-angle annular dark-field scan-
ning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM)
images (Figure 1E-I) show presence of the elements of
gold (Au), silica (Si), oxygen (O) and carbon (C) present
in the layers of GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL. The merged
image in Figure 1I clearly show the individual layers
overlaid on each other to show the final construct of
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL. HAADF images reveal the
presence of carbons from the long hydrocarbons chains of
lipids used to form the TSL. Which proves the presence of
TSL surrounding GNR@MSNP@BDQ as indicated by red
double headed arrow in the merged image of Figure 1I.
The combined TEM (Figure 1C) and HAADF-STEM
(Figure 1I) images clearly show TSL coating surrounding
GNR@MSNP@BDQ.
The chemical composition of GNR@MSNPs and

GNR@MSNP@TSL was analyzed by Energy dispersive X-
ray spectroscopy (EDS). The EDS spectra of GNR@MSNPs
(Figure 1J) clearly displayed the peaks of gold (Au),
oxygen (O), and silica (Si). A peak for copper (Cu) was
present in the EDS spectra (Figure 1J) because a Cu
mesh TEM grid was used as a substrate. EDS spectrum of
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL (Figure 1K), shows the peaks
for elements Au, Si, O and C. The presence of phospho-
lipids in the TSL layer was indicated by the phosphorous
(P) peak present in the EDS spectrum (Figure 1K). How-
ever, the peaks for P and Au overlap with one another
(see Figure 1K). Therefore, to avoid confusion of using
overlapping P peak to indicate the presence of TSL, we
have used the presence of carbons (C) to indicate the
presence of TSL layer. TSL is composed of lipids that have
a long chain hydrocarbon for example DPPC lipid has a

40-carbon alkyl chain. HAADF-STEM image in Figure 1H
shows the clear presence of C in the outermost TSL layer.
The merged image in Figure 1I clearly shows the presence
of C in the exterior of the nano-assembly.
The zeta potential was measured after addition of each

layer to monitor the change in surface charge.[22] The
altered surface zeta potential is shown in Figure 2A. The
zeta potential of GNRs was 28 ± 0.59 mV, this is possi-
bly due to the presence of positively charged CTAB on
the surface. After silica coating the surface charge was
reduced to -23.54± 0.8mVdue to the presence of abundant
Si–OH groups. BDQ is hydrophobic and has high sol-
ubility in DMSO and little or no solubility in water.
Therefore, zeta potential for BDQ was not obtained. After
loading BDQ to MSNP, the zeta potential increased to
+2.27± 0.76 mV.We hypothesize this is possibly due to the
reduction in the available surface OH groups after loading
of BDQ. TSL coating increased the zeta potential to+7.25±
0.6 mV owing to the presence of amine groups fromDSPE-
PEG 2000 amine on the surface. The cationic peptide NZX
was conjugated to the to the abundant -NH2 groups present
on the surface of liposome through carbodiimide coupling
chemistry. The cationic NZX is responsible for the final
increase the zeta potential up to +11.6 ± 0.88 mV.
The UV-vis spectra clearly indicated two characteristic

absorbance peaks for GNRs. The transverse surface plas-
mon resonance (TSPR) peak at 514 nm and longitudinal
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) peak at 790 nm. After
the mesoporous silica coating the LSPR peak underwent
a red shift towards 805 nm, this is due to the change in
the local refractive index of the surrounding medium and
changes in geometry. The laser was selected to match the
new absorbance at 805 nm. There was no observable shift
in the LSPR peak after the loading of BDQ drug and TSL
wrapping (Figure 2B). The TSPR and LSPR peaks for all
nano-assemblies are listed in table (Table S1).
The FT-IR spectra of the different components of the

fabrication step are presented in Figure 2C. GNRs show
-CH2 symmetric and asymmetric vibrations at 2847 and
2870 cm–1, respectively. The presence of a peak at 1473 cm–1

corresponds to the CH2 scissoring modes of vibrations. In
the fingerprint region, the bands at 960 and 817 cm–1 are
consistent with C-O stretching and in plane C-H bending
vibrations. The appearance of a peak at 1064 cm–1 (Si-O-
Si stretching) the disappearance of symmetric (2847 cm–1)
and asymmetric (2870 cm–1) vibrations which were seen
for GNRs, proves the mesoporous silica coating on the sur-
face of GNRs. After BDQ loading, the characteristic peaks
appearing from benzene rings, C- H stretching: 2922 and
2914 cm–1 and C-C stretching: 1407 cm–1 were observed.
The presence of N-H stretching at 1662 cm–1 and C-N
stretching at 1230 cm–1 shows the presence of the pri-
mary amine group of BDQ which confirms the success-
ful loading of BDQ to the nano-assembly. The symmetric
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F IGURE 2 Characterization of nano-assemblies (A) zeta potential (B) UV-vis absorbance spectra (C) FT-IR spectra (D) N2

adsorption−desorption isotherm of GNR@MSNP

and anti-symmetric -CH2 stretching 2848 and 2918 cm–1

confirms the presence of the lipid layer on the surface of
GNR@MSNP@BDQ.NZXwas conjugated to the abundant
-NH2 groups present on the surface of TSL through EDC
coupling chemistry. The -COOH groups of the peptide
were activated with EDC and reacted with sulfo-NHS.[39]
The sulfo-NHS of the peptide reacts with the –NH2 groups
on the TSL. The conjugation of NZX peptide on TSL intro-
duces amide I and II bands at 1650 and 1540 cm–1, and C-O
stretching vibration at 1241 cm–1. All characteristics peaks
for various nano-assemblies are labelled in FT-IR spectra
as well as listed in the Figure S3 and Table S2.
The N2 adsorption–desorption isotherm and pore size

distribution curves of GNR@MSNP are given in Figure 2D.
This exhibits a typical type IV isothermwith a narrow pore
size distribution with a mean of 19.13 ± 1.2 Å. This verifies
mesoporous character of the MSNP shell. Through BET,
the total surface area and pore volume of GNR@MSNP
were quantified to be 53.852 m2g–1 and 0.23 mL g–1, respec-
tively.

2.2 Colloidal stability of
nano-assemblies

The colloidal stability of GNR@MSNP and
GNR@MSNP@TSL was monitored using UV-vis spec-
troscopy and DLS analysis. The localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR) of gold nanoparticles (NPs) was affected
by nanoparticle aggregation.[40] When plasmonic NPs
aggregate individual plasmon oscillation can couple with
each other through near-field interactions, resulting in
coupled LSPR modes.[41] This impacts the distribution
of the electric field around the nano-structure.[40,42] As
a consequence, particle aggregation results in the broad-
ening, reduction and red shift in the LSPR peak in the
absorbance spectrum.[43] This was confirmed by a color
shift of the colloid gold nanoparticles from deep red to
purple, which is characteristic for an unstable plasmonic
colloidal system.[44] The stability studies of GNR@MSNP
and GNR@MSNP@TSL) were conducted at 37 ◦C in cell
culture media for 5 days. As shown in Figure 3A, the LSPR
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F IGURE 3 Colloidal stability analysis of GNR@MSNP and GNR@MSNP@TSL. UV-vis spectra of (A) GNR@MSNP (B)
GNR@MSNP@TSL at 37 ◦C, in cell culture media (C) aggregation index (AI) of GNR@MSNP and GNR@MSNP@TSL (D) zeta potential of
GNR@MSNP and GNR@MSNP@TSL in cell culture media at 37 ◦C

peak intensity for GNR@MSNP was reduced after day 1
when compared to GNR@MSNP@TSL. And therefore,
GNR@MSNP was clearly not stable in media. However,
with TSL coating (Figure 3B), GNR@MSNP@TSL was
stable in cell culture media for 5 days.
Aggregation index (AI) was calculated for GNR@MSNP

and GNR@MSNP@TSL and are shown in Figure 3C. The
higher AI indicates, higher degree of aggregation, and
represents lower colloidal system stability.[45,46] AI for
GNR@MSNPwas higher and increasedwith time inmedia
at 37 ◦C. In GNR@MSNP@TSL, the AI values were low
and constant with time in media at 37 ◦C. Therefore,
GNR@MSNP@TSL shows better colloidal stability than
GNR@MSNP.
Zeta potential was used to observe the stability of the

nano-assemblies.[22] As shown in Figure 3D, zeta potential
of GNR@MSNP changed from day 0 to 5 from -23.5 ± 0.7
up to+5.0± 0.9mV. This continuous change in zeta poten-
tial in media suggests that GNR@MSNP was unstable.

In contrast, GNR@MSNP@TSL, displayed a constant zeta
potential value +10.6 ± 0.7 mV up to 5 days. These obser-
vations also reveal the stability of GNR@MSNP@TSL.
The LSPR peak intensity, AI and zeta potential all indi-
cate GNR@MSNP@TSL has more colloidal stability than
GNR@MSNP. Photographic evidence of the comparative
stability of GNR@MSNP@TSL andGNR@MSNP is shown
in Figure S4. All the above stability parameters indicate
that the TSL coating improves the colloidal stability of the
nano-assembly; therefore, promoting their suitability for
antibacterial applications both in vitro and in vivo.

2.3 Photothermal effect of GNRs and
NIR laser activated drug release

The photo/thermo responsive properties of nano-
assembly were evaluated via a series of experiments.
A 808 nm laser diode was selected to match the
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F IGURE 4 NIR triggered drug release and photothermal properties of nano-assemblies (A) Photothermal effect of final nano-assembly
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX at different concentrations using a 808 nm, 500 mW, laser for 15 minutes. (B) The temperature profile of
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX (1 mg mL–1) with different laser power intensities (C) TGA analysis of various nano-assemblies. (D)
Cumulative drug release profile of BDQ from various nano-assemblies with and without laser irradiation (808 nm, 500 mW, 15 minutes). (E)
Schematic representation of NIR triggered degradation of the liposome followed by the release of BDQ from the final nano-assembly.

LSPR peak associated with the final nano-assembly
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX. The photothermal
efficiencies of the final nano-assemblies were eval-
uated in-vitro, after irradiation with 808 nm laser at
500 mW for 15 minutes. A 25 mm objective lens was
used to tightly focus the laser light onto the sample
(spot size ∼2 mm, diameter). Figure 4A shows the
photothermal capacity of the final nano-assembly
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX at different concen-
trations. Under these conditions, the temperature of the
final nano-assembly GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX
increased to 58 ± 3.0 ◦C at its highest concentration
(1000 µg mL–1) and 45 ± 2.0 ◦C for the lowest concen-
tration (50 µg mL–1). The control containing 10 mM
HEPES solution increased by only 2 ◦C, indicating that
the elevation of temperature was caused primarily by the
PT effect of GNRs. The temperature increase of the final
nano-assembly GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX, was
positively correlated to the concentration, laser power
intensity and irradiation time (Figure 4A,B). Encapsula-
tion efficiency and drug loading efficiency of BDQ were
analyzed to be, respectively, 65.0 ± 0.5% and 14.6 ± 0.9%
by HPLC. The quantitative analysis of nano-assemblies

after each step of synthesis was done through TGA.[22]
The results are shown in Figure 4C and Table S3. Per-
centage (%) weight loss between the GNR@MSNP@BDQ
and GNR@MSNP was calculated to determine the
amount of BDQ loaded onto GNR@MSNP. The BDQ
loading was found to be 16 ± 0.5% in GNR@MSNP.
Additionally, the percentage weight loss between
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL and GNR@MSNP@BDQ
displayed that the coated lipid layer was 10 ± 1.6% of
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL. Finally, NZX loading on
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL was quantified by TGA anal-
ysis between the GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX and
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL. The total peptide NZX loading
was found to be 12 ± 1.5% on GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL.
NIR-triggered drug release of the final nano-assembly

GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX was performed in
0.5% w/w SLS in 10 mM HEPES buffer with and with-
out NIR laser irradiation. As shown in Figure 4D
GNR@MSNP@BDQ without laser irradiation cumu-
latively released 65.1 ± 1.4% of BDQ within 10 hours.
With laser irradiation GNR@MSNP@BDQ cumula-
tively released 78.9 ± 1.8% in the same span of 10 hours.
This clearly indicates that the subsequent temperature
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increase with laser irradiation has increased the non-
specific release of BDQ. GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL
demonstrated only a 48.32 ± 1.5% BDQ release in
a similar time frame, without laser irradiation. The
presence of TSL therfore has clearly helped to reduce
non-specific release of encapsulated BDQwhen compared
to that of GNR@MSNP@BDQ under similar conditions.
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL released 90.2 ± 1.4% of BDQ
within 10 hours after laser irradiation. Final nano-
assembly GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX demonstrated
a similar behavior with 92.7 ± 1.5% of BDQ release upon
laser irradiation and only 50.1 ± 0.9% of BDQ was released
in absence of laser (Figure 4D). It is apparent from the
above results that TSL plays a role in reducing premature
BDQ release. Laser-irradiation generates localized heat
from GNR, which subsequently weakens the interactions
between the mesoporous silica matrix and enhanced the
permeability of the TSL (Figure 4E). TSL is composed of a
thermo-sensitive phosphocholine lipid (DPCC 85% molar
ratio), and themelting of DPCC increases the permeability
of TSL.[47] The drug, BDQ, release profile upon laser
irradiation, suggest that the melting of the TSL resulted
in the release of the drug from final nano-assemblies
(Figure 4D). The melting of TSL (48 ± 3 ◦C) was further
evaluated by calcein dye release assay. The calcein dye
release with respect to laser irradiation time and with
increase in temperature is shown in supplementary
information (Figure S5).

2.4 Antimicrobial activity of
nano-assemblies

The in-vitro antimicrobial activity of the nano-assemblies
againstMsmeg was determined using WST-8, a colorimet-
ric bacterial viability assay, and bacterial colony counting
assay. WST-8 produces a yellow color formazan dye upon
the reduction of tetrazolium by dehydrogenase enzymes
in live bacteria.[48] The absorbance of produced formazan
was measured at 460 nm, which is proportional to the
number of live bacteria.[48] The MIC was reported with
respect to the encapsulated BDQ in the nano-assemblies
at their MIC concentrations. The MIC established by
colorimetric assay and verified by colony counting, was
found to be 40 ng mL–1 for the free drug BDQ. The MIC
of final nano-assembly GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX
(with laser) was 2 ng mL–1 with respect to the encapsu-
lated BDQ (Table 1). This shows that BDQ encapsulated
in final nano-assembly is 20-fold efficacious than the free
drug BDQ. The higher efficacy is due to the combitherapy
of PTT working together with antibiotic.
The quantitative antibacterial efficacy of nano-

assemblies was further analyzed using colony counts and

TABLE 1 MIC of materials. MIC is reported with respect to the
encapsulated BDQ in the nano-assemblies*

Materials
MIC
[ng mL–1]

NZX 400 ± 1.8
BDQ 40 ± 1.5
GNR@MSNP@BDQ 25 ± 1.8*

GNR@MSNP@BDQ + Laser 10 ± 1.5*

GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX 30 ± 1.9*

GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX + Laser 2 ± 0.8*

expressed as a percentage of viable bacteria (Figure 5A).
The antibacterial activity of the nano-assemblies was com-
pared to one-another using percentage of viable bacteria
present after treatment with various nano-assemblies with
(+) and without (−) laser (Figure 5A). The percentage
viable bacterial cell obtained from bacterial colony counts
from agar plates is shown in the photographs of Figure 5B.
Msmeg exposed to GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX
(+ laser) exhibited 5 ± 1.2% bacterial viability and
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX (− laser) had 78 ±

1.9% bacterial viability. Therefore, it is clear that laser
irradiation is vital to the antibacterial activity of the final
nano-assembly. Msmeg exposed to GNR@MSNP@BDQ
+ laser and − laser exhibited 33 ± 2.1% and 68 ± 1.5%
bacterial viability, respectively. Because the lack of TSL,
GNR@MSNP@BDQ + laser exposure cause high release
of BDQ.
In both occasions whereMsmeg was treated + laser and

GNR@MSNP - laser, had similar bacterial viability (98 ±
1.7), therefore little or no antibacterial activity was seen
with GNR@MSNP. However, when Msmeg was treated
with GNR@MSNP + laser the viability reduced to 78.5 ±
2.5. The heat produced by GNRs upon laser irradiation
cause the viability of bacteria to decrease. Photographs
of selected bacterial plates after treatment with nano-
assemblies can be seen in Figure 5B, and they are relat-
able to the MIC results. Figure 5C shows a hypothetical
illustration ofGNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX that effec-
tively target and kill bacteria upon laser irradiation.
It has been established previously that ROS can be

produced by bacteria in response to heat stress during
PT treatment.[49,50] Therefore, establishing the presence
of ROS and quantification of ROS is useful when the
antibacterial efficacy of the material is related to PT
activity.[50] ROS produced was measured quantitatively
by a fluorescent ROS assay and fluorescence produced
was imaged through fluorescence microscopy (Figure 6).
Msmeg + laser displayed slight green fluorescence (Fig-
ure 6A-B) suggesting thatMsmegproduces a small quantity
of ROS when exposed to laser. In contrast, comparatively
larger amount of ROS was generated when Msmeg was
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F IGURE 5 In-vitro antibacterial and PT activity. (A) Percentage of viable bacteria after treatment with the nano-assemblies ± laser
irradiation. (B) Photographs displayed effect of laser on nano-assemblies after treating withMsmeg by colony count. (C) Schematic illustration
of how final nano-assembly GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX targets and kills bacteria (grey color bacteria-dead bacteria) upon laser
irradiation. The data were presented as the mean ± SD (n = 3). ns (non-significant), **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001. A,
****P < 0.0001 indicated the data to be more significant when compared to ***P < 0.01 and **P < 0.01 by One-way ANOVA

treated with GNR@MSNP@BDQ + laser (Figure 6A-D).
Msmeg treated with GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX +

laser displayed further green fluorescence (Figure 6A-F)
indicative of higher ROS production. Quantitative analy-
sis of ROS production, measured as fluorescence intensity,
is shown in Figure 6B. These results are consistent with the
fluorescent images (Figure 6B).
Live/dead assay was also done to complement the other

antibacterial assays. In the live/dead assay SYTO9 and PI
fluorescent stains were used to stain intact and damaged
bacterial cells (Figure 7). SYTO 9 green, fluorescent dye
penetrates the cell membrane of both live and dead bacte-
rial cells while PI red fluorescent dye penetrates bacterial
cells with damaged membranes.[51]

In the presence of both stains, bacteria with intact
cell membranes appear fluorescent green, whereas
cell membrane-compromised bacteria appear in red
fluorescent. BDQ, GNR@MSNP@BDQ + laser and
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX + laser was incu-
bated with Msmeg followed by stained with SYTO9/PI
and results were observed through fluorescence
microscopy. Msmeg treated with BDQ showed more
green and less red fluorescence indicating the presence
of more live bacteria as compared to dead bacteria (Fig-
ure 7A). The GNR@MSNP@BDQ + laser displayed an
increase in red fluorescent intensity which suggests that
some bacteria cells had compromised cell membranes
(Figure 7B). Msmeg treated with final nano-assembly
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F IGURE 6 Reactive oxygen species (ROS) determined after treatingMsmeg with nano- assemblies. Induced ROS is indicated by green
fluorescence (A-A)Msmeg + without laser exposure, (A-B)Msmeg + with laser, (A-C)Msmeg + GNR@MSNP@BDQ + without laser, (A-D)
Msmeg + GNR@MSNP@BDQ + with laser, (A-E)Msmeg + GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX + without laser, (A-F)Msmeg +
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX + with laser. Scale bars represent 1 µm. (B) Quantitative determination of ROS generation detected by
fluorometric intracellular ROS assay. A, ****P < 0.001 indicates that data is statistically significant by one-way ANOVA

F IGURE 7 Fluorescence microscopy images of the live/dead assay. Fluorescence microscopy images showing the presence of live
bacteria (green) and dead bacteria (red) following treatment ofMsmeg with (A) BDQ (B) GNR@MSNP@BDQ + laser, and (C)
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX + laser (scale bars represent 50 µm)
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F IGURE 8 Selective cellular uptake of GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX by A549 cells. (A) Intracellular uptake of the final
nano-assembly GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX by A549 cells. A549 cells are stained with calcein dye (green), cell nucleus stained with
Hoechst dye (blue), nano-assemblies were labelled with red fluorescent RITC dye (red). Scale bar: 10 µm. (B) Evaluation of cell uptake
mechanism of nano-assemblies by A549 cells under different endocytosis inhibitory conditions - fluorescence microscopy - A549 cells shown
in bright field and nano-assemblies were tagged with RITC (Scale bar = 10 µm). (C) Shows quantitative intracellular uptake of
GNR@MSNP@BDQ and GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX by A549 cells after inhibitor treatment

GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX + laser had high bac-
terial aggregation with high amount of red fluorescence,
compared to free BDQ and GNR@MSNP@BDQ + laser.
Aggregation can also be related to NZXmediated targeting
and subsequent cross linking of bacteria (Figure 7C).

2.5 Assessing intracellular antibacterial
activity of nano-assemblies

Intracellular uptake of the nano-assemblies by A549 lung
cells was visualized by fluorescent microscopy. As shown
in Figure 8A cytoplasm of lung cells was stained with
calcein a green, fluorescent dye (Figure 8A-A). Nucleus
stained with Hoechst blue, fluorescent dye (Figure 8A-B)
and nano-assemblies with RITC red fluorescent dye (Fig-
ure 8A-C). Figure 8A-D shows red fluorescent nano-
assemblies were distributed in the lung cell close to the
nucleus. Figure 8A-E clearly shows yellow/orange color

which occur from the green color of calcein merging with
the red fluorescence from the cytoplasm. Which proves
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZXwas effectively taken up
by the A549 cells and distributed throughout the cells after
3 hours of incubation.
The mechanism for internalization of nano-assemblies

into the lung cells were monitored by fluorescence
microscopy (Figure 8B). The cellular uptake mech-
anism of RITC labelled GNR@MSNP@BDQ and
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX in lung cells were
determined under different endocytosis inhibited con-
ditions. Specific endocytosis inhibitors: chlorpromazine
- inhibitor of clathrin-mediated endocytosis, nystatin—
inhibitor for caveolin- dependent endocytosis and
wortmannin-macropinocytosis inhibitor were investi-
gated to study the mechanism of cellular uptake.[52]
We have also quantified the cellular uptake of nano-
assemblies using fluorescent assays. The fluorescence
microscopy images reveal little or no visible red fluorescent
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F IGURE 9 Intracellular antibacterial activities inMsmeg infected A549 cells. (A) Schematic illustration of the bacterial infection and
treatment studies with A549 cells: A- infection of A549 cell withMsmeg, B- treatment with nano-assemblies C-NZX mediated adhesion of
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX toMsmeg, D- disintegration of TSL and BDQ release after NIR laser exposure, E- complete degradation of
Msmeg. (B) Photographs of agar plates, of cultured intracellularMsmeg remaining after treatment with GNR@MSNP@BDQ and
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX. (C) Intracellular bacteria targeting capacity of nano-assemblies by A549 cells analyzed through fluorescent
microscopy. A549 cells are stained with calcein dye (green),Msmeg bacteria and A549 cell nucleus stained with Hoechst dye (blue),
nano-assemblies were labeled with red fluorescent RITC dye (red). Scale bars represent 5 µm

GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX in chlorpromazine
treated lung cells (Figure 8B). Which indicates chlor-
promazine treated lung cells have inhibited uptake of
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX. However, uptake of
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX into lung cells was not
hindered when treated with wortmannin and nystatin
(Figure 8B). These observations suggested that nano-

assemblies trafficking occurred preferably through a
clathrin-mediated endocytosis.
To investigate the role of TSL in cellular uptake, we

quantified the cellular uptake of nano-assemblies GNR@
MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX and GNR@MSNP@BDQ
by measuring intracellular fluorescent intensity using
fluorescent microplate reader. As shown in Figure 8C,
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chlorpromazine—inhibitor of clathrin-mediated endo-
cytosis, significantly inhibited both GNR@MSNP@BDQ
and GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX delivery into lung
cells. The quantified intracellular uptake of GNR@
MSNP@BDQ and GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX
was 3.5 ± 1.2% and 15.34 ± 2.5%, respectively. Even
in the presence of inhibitor, higher amount of
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX uptake was found
in lung cells. Which points out that the inclusion of TSL
and NZX increases the ability to internalize. Throughout
all inhibitory assays GNR@MSNP@BDQ has consistently
shown lesser amount of uptake (Figure 8C).
These studies collectively suggested that the nano-

assemblies mediated drug delivery occurred preferably
through a clathrin-mediated endocytosis and nano-
assemblies internalization enhanced due to having
liposome and NZX cationic peptide. Liposome coating is
known to enhance cellular uptake of nano-assemblies due
to interaction with lipophilic cell membrane that allows
cellular entry of nanoparticles by various endocytosis
pathways.[52] In addition to that, TSL was modified with
cationic peptide NZX, so due to electrostatic interaction
with negatively charged cell membrane, the cellular
uptake was higher for GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX.
The antibacterial activity of

GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX within lung cells
was assessed by quantifying their ability to target and
kill intracellular Msmeg bacteria. Schematic illustration
of Msmeg infection studies with A549 cells is shown
in Figure 9A. A549 lung cell were infected with a con-
centration of 17 × 104 CFU mL–1 Msmeg. From the
starting concentration, 8 × 104 CFU mL–1 of Msmeg
was internalized into the lung cells. Msmeg internalized
into lung cells were quantified using bacterial colony
count. The Msmeg infected lung cells were treated with
50 µg mL–1 concentration of GNR@MSNP@BDQ and the
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX in the presence of laser.
After treating with nano-assemblies, lung cells were lysed
and lysates were plated on agar plates.
Lung cells treated with

GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX + laser, had 22 CFU
mL–1 of intracellular Msmeg after treatment (Figure 9B).
This is a significant decrease of 99.9% of intracellular
Msmeg. In contrast, treatment with GNR@MSNP@BDQ
+ laser, reduced intracellular Msmeg only up to 3 × 104
CFU mL–1 (Figure 9B), which is a 37.5% reduction in
intracellular Msmeg. These results clearly demonstrate
targeting ability and high antibacterial efficacy of the
laser irradiated GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX which
inhibits 99.9% intracellularMsmeg (Figure 9B).
The ability of nano-assemblies to target Msmeg

within lung cells was also evaluated by confocal

F IGURE 10 Percentage cell viability of A549 cells after
incubation with different concentrations of irradiated
nano-assemblies: GNR@MSNP, GNR@MSNP@BDQ and
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX after 24 hours

fluorescence microscopy. For confocal fluorescence
microscopy, A549 cell cytoplasm was stained with cal-
cein green, Msmeg and A549 cell nucleus stained with
Hoechst blue. GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX and
GNR@MSNP@BDQ were conjugated with RITC—red
fluorescent dye. Fluorescent merge image (Figure 9C-D)
clearly shows that GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX
surrounding the intracellular Msmeg bacteria resident
in lung cells. While little or no GNR@MSNP@BDQ
are seen within lung cells infected with Msmeg (Fig-
ure 9C-H). These results agree with TEM analysis where
morphological changes on bacteria was observed upon
treated with laser irradiated nano-assemblies (Figure
S6). Furthermore MTT, a mammalian cell viability assay
was conducted to evaluate any cytotoxic effect of laser
and nano-assemblies treatment on lung cells. Lung cells
were treated with GNR@MSNP, GNR@MSNP@BDQ and
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX with laser irradiation.
As shown in Figure 10, A549 lung cells did not show
significant cytotoxicity and lung cell viability was close
to 100%. Live-dead assay was also performed to evaluate
cytotoxicity towards lung cells. The methods and results
are explained in Figure S7. It is apparent through both the
MTT assay and live-dead assay, laser irradiated treatment
has minimal cytotoxic effects on the lung cells.
The overall results indicate that the final nano-assembly

GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX with laser treatment
serves as an effective drug delivery platform that combines
the antimicrobial efficacy of the antibiotic with PTT to tar-
get and inhibit even intracellular mycobacteria.
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3 CONCLUSION

In a post antibiotic era, novel therapeutic
approaches have to be engineered to reduce the
dependency on small molecule antibiotics. The
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX is a complex nano-
assembly that is not only a drug delivery platform, but
also a conduit for PTT. This multifaceted platform offers
(1) synergistic therapy of small molecule antibiotic and
PTT (2) targeted antibiotic delivery (3) NIR trigger release
of antibiotics. The GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX were
prepared by BDQ loading to GNR@MSNP and encapsu-
lating within NZX tagged TSL. Upon irradiation with NIR
laser, GNRs convert light into heat, causing melting of
TSL, that induces the release of antibiotics. Targeting pep-
tide NZX, guides the GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX to
approach the bacterial cell surface. BDQ encapsulated in
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX was found to be 20-fold
more efficacious compared to free drug equivalent. The
final nano-assembly was capable of targeting and inhibit-
ing 99.9% intracellular mycobacteria residing within
A549 cells. This work provides proof-of-concept unique
therapeutic approach to treat pathogenic infections and
reduce the dependency on conventional antibiotics.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

4.1 Synthesis of GNRs

GNRs were fabricated via a seed method as described
by El-Sayed et al., with some minor modifications.[36]
CTAB coated seeds were prepared by chemical reduc-
tion of gold salt with NaBH4. Briefly, a HAuCl4 solu-
tion (0.25 mL, 0.01 M) was mixed with a CTAB solution
(7.5 mL, 0.1 M) in a 25 mL round bottom flask under
stirring. An ice-cold NaBH4 solution (0.6 mL, 0.01 M)
was injected quickly under vigorous stirring. The solution
turned immediately brown yellow color, suggesting the
formation of the gold seeds. The mixture was kept undis-
turbed at 30 ◦C for another 3-4 hours, to ensure the com-
plete degradation of unreacted NaBH4. All the solutions
were prepared from stock solution in order to get repro-
ducible results. The growth solution consisting of CTAB
(600mL, 0.1 M), HAuCl4 (30mL, 0.01 M), AgNO3 (4.8 mL,
10 mM) and H2SO4 (12 mL, 0.5 M) was stirred together in
a 1000 mL round-bottom flask. The growth solution was
equilibrated at 30 ◦C while stirring for 10 minutes. Ascor-
bic acid (4.8 mL, 0.1 M) was injected into the growth solu-
tion quickly with vigorous stirring. The solution turned
colorless immediately. Gold seeds (1.4mL)were added and

stirred for 5 minutes and then left to age overnight. The
prepared GNRs were purified via two cycles of centrifuga-
tion at 12,000 rpm for 15minutes and then re-dispersed into
150 mL of water for further modification. Materials and
instruments were described in supporting information.

4.2 Synthesis of GNR@MSNPs

GNR@MSNPs were synthesized according to the pro-
tocol developed by Matsuura et. al., with some minor
modifications.[37] First, 100 mL of purified GNRs were
transferred into an aqueous solution of CTAB (500 mL,
0.8 mM) then the basicity of the solution was adjusted to
pH 10-11 with NaOH (0.1 M). After equilibration at 30 ◦C
for 10 minutes, a solution of TEOS/APTES/ethanol (400,
20, and 1380 µL, respectively, total 1.8 mL) was added into
the mixture by three times injecting 0.6 mL with gen-
tle stirring. The reaction mixture was allowed to react
at 30 ◦C overnight. The synthesized GNR@MSNPs were
centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 15 minutes once and then
re-dispersed in 120 mL of ethanolic NH4NO3 (0.75 mM)
at 45 ◦C and kept overnight, to remove CTAB. The final
GNR@MSNPs were purified by centrifugation (10000 rpm
for 10 minutes) and re-dispersed in ethanol.

4.3 RITC-labeled GNR@MSNPs

The RITC precursor was prepared in the following
manner. RITC (8.0 mg, 0.015 mM in ethanol) was
stirred overnight with APTMS (5.2 µL, 0.03 mM) in
anhydrous ethanol (15.0 mL) at 42 ◦C to obtain the RITC-
APTMS precursor. RITC-labeled GNR@MSNPs were
synthesized via the same procedure as GNR@MSNPs
except that the TEOS/APTES/ethanol solution was
replaced by TEOS/APTES/RITC-APTMS/ ethanol solu-
tion (400, 20, and 1380 µL; total 1.8 mL) while the injected
volume at each 30 minutes interval stayed the same. This
reaction was performed in the dark.

4.4 Surface area and pore volume
determination of GNR@MSNPs

The surface area was determined using the
Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) model, Autosorb
iQ-C-MP/XR (Quantachrome, USA) and the cumulative
pore volume was calculated from the adsorption branch of
the isotherm using the Barrette−Joyner−Halenda (BJH)
model.
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4.5 Drug (BDQ) encapsulation in
GNR@MSNPs

GNR@MSNPs (21 mg) were mixed with BDQ (7 mg) in
10mL of DMSOwhile stirring overnight at 37 ◦C. The ratio
of GNR@MSNPs and BDQ used in the entire study was
3:1 w/w (GNR@MSNPs 21 mg: BDQ 7 mg). The BDQ
loaded GNR@MSNPs samples were collected by centrifu-
gation at 10,000 rpm for 10 minutes, and vacuum dried to
obtain dry powder. BDQ encapsulation efficiency and drug
loading was determined by HPLC.

4.6 Encapsulation of
GNR@MSNP@BDQ in TSL

TSLs were prepared by a lipid film based method pre-
viously reported in the literature.[53] Briefly, DPPC (85%
molar ratio), cholesterol (10% molar ratio) and DSPE-
PEG2000 amine (5% molar ratio) were dissolved in 2 mL
of CHCl3 and evaporated in a rotary evaporator, yield-
ing a thin lipid film. This thin lipid film was rehydrated
in 10 mM HEPES buffer containing GNR@MSNP@BDQ
(2 mg mL–1) before extruded 15 times through two stacks
of Nuclepore, Whatman polycarbonate membranes with a
pore size of 800 nm (GEHealthcare, NewYork, USA) using
a mini extruder set (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabama, USA).
The resultant nano-assembly (GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL)
was stored at 4 ◦C until use.

4.7 Conjugation of Msmeg targeting
NZX peptide on TSL

GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSLwere conjugated with NZX, via
EDC activation method; by activating the carboxyl group
of the NZX peptide to react with the primary amines of
DSPE-PEG2000 amine in the liposomes. NZX 0.1 mgmL–1
was dissolved in 0.1 M MES, 0.5 M NaCl, pH 6.0 (reac-
tion buffer) and then activated with 10 fold molar excess of
EDC (pH = 4.0) and 25 fold molar excess of sulfo-NHS for
30 minutes. Liposomes (GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL) were
added to the reaction mixture and reacted for 24 hours at
37 ◦C. The molar ratio of NZX:liposome was maintained
at 10:1. After 24 hours, the reaction mixture was purified
by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 15 minutes at 25 ◦C to
remove excess unreacted EDC.

4.8 TGA analysis of various
nano-assemblies of BDQ content
in GNR@MSNPs

TGA was carried out under argon gas (99.999%) where
dried GNR@MSNP@BDQ (∼1 mg) was heated at rate of

5 ◦C min–1 to 100 ◦C and then kept isothermal at 100 ◦C
for 15 minutes followed by 5 ◦Cmin–1 ramp to 700 ◦C. The
BDQ loaded in GNR@MSNPs was calculated by analyzing
the weight loss difference between GNR@MSNPs and
GNR@MSNP@BDQ. Similarly, the TSL content was
analyzed by measuring weight loss difference between
GNR@MSNP@BDQ and GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL.
Finally the amount of peptidewas calculated bymeasuring
weight loss difference between GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL
and GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX.

4.9 Analysis of colloidal stability

The stability of GNR@MSNP and liposome coated
GNR@MSNP (GNR@MSNP@TSL) was conducted at
37 ◦C to mimic the static condition in an in vitro exper-
iment. Nano-assemblies were dissolved in mammalian
cell culture medium to a concentration of 1 mg mL–1 and
incubated at 37 ◦C for 5 days.[54]
Kah et al., reported calculating an aggregation index

(AI) as a stability parameter to determine the stability of
GNRs.[45] AI is a measure of the LSPR peak broadening.
This is calculated by dividing the total area under curve
(AUC) of the absorbance spectra of GNR LSPR band from
600 to 900 nm, by the LSPR peak intensity (Equation 1).[45]
AI calculates an equivalent bandwidth of longitudinal
peak for a spectrumnormalized to the LSPRpeak intensity.
The similar analysis was performed for GNR@MSNP and
GNR@MSNP@TSL stability studies. The higher AI indi-
cates, higher degree of aggregation, hence lower colloidal
systems stability.[45,46]

AI (nm) =
𝐴𝑈𝐶 𝑜𝑓 𝐿𝑆𝑃𝑅 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 600 − 900 𝑛𝑚

𝐿𝑆𝑃𝑅 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
(1)

4.10 NIR laser irradiation studies

The laser set up is explained in detail in supporting infor-
mation Figure S1. Various weight concentrations rang-
ing from 50, 100, 500 and 1000 µg mL–1 (calculated with
respect to the weight of GNR@MSNPs) of the final nano-
assemblies GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX were irradi-
ated with the 808 nm NIR diode laser (500 mW) for a time
period of 1-15 minutes. A digital thermocouple monitored
the change in temperature.

4.11 NIR laser triggered drug release

Final nano-assembly GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX
was dispersed in 3 mL of release media (0.5% w/w SLS in
10mMHEPES buffer, pH 7.2), then incubated at 37 ◦Cwith
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constant agitation. At predetermined time intervals (2, 4,
6, 8, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48 and 72 hours), the suspension was
exposed to the NIR laser (808 nm, 500 mW) for 15 minutes
and then centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 15 minutes, the
supernatant collected and replaced with the same volume
of fresh prewarmed (37 ◦C) release media. The pellet was
resuspended in the new release media and further incu-
bated. Each sampled aliquot of the supernatant was passed
through a 0.22 µm nylon filter. Quantification of the drug
release was performed by HPLC (equipped with UV detec-
tor): HPLC Hitachi Primaide separation module equipped
with a 1430 diode array detector and a reverse phase Sun-
Fire C18 column. Elution was performed using a mobile
phase composed of a linear gradient of ACN and TFA at
0.1% (v/v) in water. BDQ was eluted using linear gradient
mode with 50:50 TFA:ACN for 2 minutes, 30:70 TFA:ACN
2.1 – 15.1 minutes and final column wash using 50:50
TFA:ACN ratio from 15.2 to 18 minutes. Injection volume
was 20 µL and the absorbance was recorded at 230 nm. The
operating temperature was 40 ◦C and the flow rate kept
at 1.2 mL min–1. Calibration curve for BDQ was generated
using 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 µg mL–1 of BDQ diluted in
the release media release media: 0.5% w/v SLS containing
10 mM HEPES, pH 7.2 (Figure S2). To quantify the BDQ
release without laser exposure, a similar experiment was
conducted in absence of the NIR laser light exposure. The
BDQ release from the final nano-assembly was quantified
by HPLC.

4.12 Msmeg culture and viability assays

Msmegwere routinely grown at 37 ◦C in Middlebrook 7H9
medium supplemented with 10% ADC and 0.05% glycerol.
WST-8 cell viability assays were conducted using assay
instructions. Briefly, in a flat bottom 96-well plate, 10 µL of
Msmeg (108 CFU mL–1), 170 µL of Middlebrook broth and
an aliquot of 20 µL of various nano-assemblies added and
shaken (2000 rpm) at 37 ◦C on a shaker bed for 24 hours.
After 24 hours incubation, the bacterial viability was deter-
mined by a WST-8 assay. The absorbance was recorded at
450 nm using a plate reader. High absorbance at 450 nm
was interpreted as higher viability of the bacterial cells.
The viable count of bacteria in each well was quanti-
fied using standard spread plate methods followed by the
colony counts. From each well, a volume of 10 µL was seri-
ally diluted and spread onto the nutrient agar plates and
incubated at 37 ◦C for 24 hours. Agar plates with 30 to
300 colonies were counted and the viable bacteria were
reported as CFU mL–1.

4.13 Antibacterial activity studies with
and without laser exposure

The viability of bacteria treated with nano-assemblies
with and without NIR laser (808 nm, 500 mW) expo-
sure was determined by WST-8 cell viability assay and
verified by the colony counting. Antibacterial activity
of (a) GNR@MSNPs (b) GNR@MSNP@BDQ (c) final
nano-assembly GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX (e) BDQ
(f) NZX was determined by WST-8 assay and colony
counts. Various sample concentrations of a-f from 0.01-
1000 µg mL–1 were used and MIC of each material was
determined. MIC is the minimum inhibitory concentra-
tion, that is, lowest concentration of drug that effectively
inhibits growth of bacteria.
Furthermore, the antibacterial activity of the nano-

assemblies with or without NIR laser exposure was ana-
lyzed by colony counts. The percentage viable count of bac-
teria treated withmaterial in presence and absence of laser
was calculated using following:
Equation 2

% 𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

(
𝐶𝐹𝑈

𝑚𝐿

)
− 𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡

(
𝐶𝐹𝑈

𝑚𝐿

)

𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
(
𝐶𝐹𝑈

𝑚𝐿

) × 100%

(2)
The initial colony count was kept at 108 CFU mL–1 and

test count (CFU mL–1) was obtained after treatment.

4.14 Quantification of ROS

DCFH-DA was used as a fluorescent probe to assess the
generation of ROS in bacteria. Briefly, 50 µL of Msmeg
(108 CFU mL–1) was incubated with 150 µL (1 mg mL–1
concentration) of GNR@MSNP@BDQ and final nano-
assembly GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX for 4 hours.
Bacteria alone is used as a negative control. After incu-
bation all samples were exposed to NIR laser (808 nm,
500 mW) for 15 minutes. This was followed by addition of
100 µL of ROS reagent (DCFH-DA) and incubation for 1
hours. Fluorescent intensitywas quantified at 525 nm,with
excitation at 490 nm. Samples were also observed by fluo-
rescence microscopy.

4.15 Live/dead assay

To further investigate the antibacterial, PT effect and
targeting capacity of the nano-assemblies, live/dead
assay was conducted. In a flat bottom 96-well plate,
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Msmeg (108 CFU mL–1, 10 µL) was treated with
BDQ, GNR@MSNP@BDQ and final nano-assembly
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX (1 mg mL–1, 20 µL) and
diluted with 170 µL of growth medium. After incubation
for 3 hours (37 ◦C), the samples were irradiated with
the NIR laser (808 nm, 500 mW) for 15 minutes. The
supernatant was removed by centrifugation at 5000 rpm
for 10 minutes and the pellet was washed 3x with HEPES.
The bacteria treated with nano-assemblies were stained
with SYTO 9 and propidium iodide (PI) for 30 minutes
at 37 ◦C. Finally, the live and dead cells were examined
under an inverted fluorescence microscope.

4.16 A549 cell proliferation

A549 cells were grown in T75 flasks in complete growth
medium. Complete growth medium was prepared by mix-
ing Ham’s F-12K nutrient mixture with L-glutamine (F-
12K) (1X, 445 mL), FBS (10%, 50 mL) and Pen-Strep (1X,
5 mL) followed by sterile filtration. The cells were grown
in 20 mL of fresh and prewarmed medium at 37 ◦C in
a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2. Cells viability was
assessed in trypan blue assay and cells counted through
automatic cell counter.

4.17 GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX
uptake by A549 cells

In order to image the cellular uptake of the final nano-
assembly GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX was labelled
with the red fluorescent dye RITC. A549 cells (103 cells
mL–1) were cultured on a 24 well plate for 24 hours until
complete adhesion occurs. After adhesion and confluence
(∼90%), A549 cells were incubated at 37 ◦C with RITC-
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX (50 µg mL–1) for 0.5, 1.0,
or 3.0 hours. The cells were washed 3x with cold PBS and
followed by calcein AM (10 µM) and Hoechst dye (10 µM),
staining for 30 minutes at 37 ◦C. The samples were ana-
lyzed through an inverted fluorescent microscope.

4.18 Cellular uptake mechanism of
nano-assemblies

A549 cells (103 cells mL–1) were cultured on a 24 well
plate for 24 hours until complete adhesion occurs and
then pre-treated with different endocytosis inhibitors
: chlorpromazine (20 µg mL–1), nystatin 20 and wort-
mannin 1 µg mL–1 for 30 minutes. A549 cells were
treated with 50 µg mL–1 GNR@MSNP@BDQ and
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX, then incubated for

2 hours at 37°C. An inverted fluorescent microscope used
to qualitatively evaluate the uptake of the nano assemblies
by lung cells. Increase in red fluorescence intensity within
the lung cells is related to high uptake of nano-assemblies.
To quantitatively determine cellular uptake of nano-
assemblies, the lung cells (A549) were lysed with 0.5%
Triton X-100 in the presence of 0.2 MNaOH. Fluorescence
microplate reader was used to measure the fluorescence
intensity at excitation and emission wavelengths of 544
and 576 nm, which corresponds to excitation and emission
of RITC. Fluorescence intensity of the lysed samples was
measured. Fluorescence intensity of the controls (without
inhibitor) was set as 100%. The reduction fluorescence
intensity of the samples (with inhibitor) was measured in
comparison to the control.

4.19 Determination of intracellular
antibacterial activity of nano-assemblies

A549 cells (103 cells mL–1) were seeded in a 24 well
plate and incubated overnight in a 5% CO2 at 37 ◦C.
An aliquot of 5 µL Msmeg (17 × 104 CFU mL–1) was
added per well of A549 cells and incubated for 30 min-
utes at 37 ◦C. After incubation, the supernatant was dis-
carded, and the infected cells were washed twice with
PBS (1X). Then the mammalian cell culture medium was
replaced with a medium supplemented with 30 µg mL–1
BDQ to kill the remaining extracellular bacteria without
affecting the intracellular bacteria. The infected A549 cells
were treated with 50 µg mL–1 of GNR@MSNP@BDQ and
GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX then exposed to NIR
laser (808 nm, 500 mW, 15 minutes) and incubated for
additional 24 hours. After overnight incubation, the cells
stained with calcein AM (10 µM) andHoechst dye (10 µM),
for 30 minutes at 37 ◦C. The samples were analyzed
through a confocal fluorescent microscopy. Finally, A549
cellswere lysed in distilledwater for 3 hours. The cell lysate
was plated on agar and the bacterial colonies were quanti-
fied. The number of colonies reflects the viable intracellu-
larMsmeg present after treatment.

4.20 Mammalian cell viability assays

Cell viability was evaluated by usingMTT assay. A549 cells
were seeded onto 24 well plate at a density of 1 × 103 cells
well–1 (1 mL per well). After reaching 90% confluence,
they were treated with various concentration (1.0, 0.5, and
0.1 mg mL–1) of GNR@MSNPs, GNR@MSNP@BDQ and
final nano-assembly GNR@MSNP@BDQ@TSL@NZX.
Treated cells were exposed to NIR laser 808 nm, 500 mW
for 15 minutes. Finally, 10 µL of the MTT solution
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(1 mg mL–1) was added into each well, and the cells
were further incubated for 4 hours. After incubation, the
supernatant was discarded and 150 µL of DMSOwas added
into each well. The absorbance intensity was determined
at 590 nm by a microplate reader. Results were presented
as the percentage (%) with respect to untreated control
A549 cells.
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